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would like to address some questions that members have been asking ASA board members. I hope the comments and information
provided in this Association Outlook will resolve some of these inquiries.
There appears to be concerns from some breeders or membership regarding how much funding is being spent on commercial
advertising vs. show promotion. This is easy to answer; the numbers don’t lie. I am going to be a little like the infomercials we see on
TV and tease you by addressing some issues before getting to your answer.
First, I hope that as a Shorthorn breeder or member you agree that the most important part of any promotional campaign is that
Shorthorn cattle are being publicized which of course, helps the breed. When the breed is exposed, all Shorthorn breeder’s benefit.
The promotion of show ring animals vs. commercial or bull production question originates with breeders who are devoting their
resources to one or the other. I understand their interest is directed to the marketing that benefits their personal operational agenda. I
want to assure all members and all breeders that the ASA has many members whose purpose in raising Shorthorn cattle is not the same.
It is the position of the ASA, staff and Board of Directors that we provide customer service for the needs of all membership as much as
possible. It is also important to provide a united front as a breed. This business of only looking at the breed as a show ring breed or a
commercial breed will present failure in the future. It is time to have a united focus that betters all segments of the breed and respects
each other’s choices or reasons to raise Shorthorn cattle. True breed growth will only transpire when we as a membership show respect
and present a unified image.
In the Hereford breed when the polled association and the Hereford (horned) association merged, the ranks were sharply divided,
and it took years to overcome. Only after each group conceded some devout beliefs and narrow views, did each segment gain respect
for the other. The breed united and flourished. And, as their breed became more commercially accepted, their show type animals sored
in price and the breed grew in popularity. If we evaluate other breeds in the industry the same type of progression transpired. It is
important to have a commercial base under a breed for all involved to reap the benefits.
Now, to answer the original questions. First, the audit for the past fiscal year, showed the ASA spent $108,000 on breed promotion
last year this is up from $78,000 the previous year. All show expenses, premium monies, and advertising of any type that benefit the
breed are included in the total for breed promotion. Last fiscal year, 45% of total breed promotion was spent on show promotion and
expenses. The remaining 55% went to general ASA advertising; including commercial advertising. When I go back to 2016-2017 fiscal
year, the $78,000 breaks out very similarly, with around 46% being shows and expenses with the remaining 54% for general ASA
advertising; including commercial advertising. Both gross breed promotion amounts include all co-op advertising contributed by the
ASA. Perhaps some of these questions arose because the American Rancher shows primarily feature commercial type operations. Just
so everyone knows, the time each breeder gets on the show is paid for by that breeder. It is their time to tell the industry about what
they do. Some who have paid to be part of this program would be considered both commercial and show operations. Yes, they do exist
- breeders who are doing both. They produce commercial cattle and show cattle, and market both. If you are interested in participating
in a future American Rancher show, please feel free to contact me.
The next question may be how many ASA members are show and how many are commercial. There is really no way to determine
this number. We are all members of the ASA and the goal we have in common is to promote the Shorthorn breed. The vast majority
of the animals exhibited at ASA national shows are ET born calves. Around 10% of all registrations are ET calves and around 50%
of those are shown at national shows. There are many, many breeders who do both – run a commercial operation and support the
regional show system, state fairs and/or county fairs – an important function that keeps Shorthorn in front of the industry at the grass
roots level. These folks fall into a combination show-commercial group. The ASA does not have this type of information showing how
many breeders are combination show-commercial operations. Polling from the 2015 Impact Conference does show that a majority of
our membership/breeders most likely fall into this category as a
combination show-commercial operation.
As an Association and Board of Directors we want to be
transparent. Everyone wants what is best for the ASA and the
Shorthorn breed, your Board and staff work every day to try and
maintain that. Many things are changing in our industry and
will continue to change. It becomes important for us to make the
Develop Better Shorthorn Cattle (see the difference in 5 years)
adjustments that keep us up to speed with the technology our
industry provides. I believe our breed is making good strides with
Shorthorn Breeders Producing Better Animals
new memberships and producing quality Shorthorn cattle. The
Use Extensive Culling Practices
selection process of improving the cattle in our breed is always
Create Sire Test Program (fully operational program in 2 years)
evolving. The animals we see in the show ring today contribute to
the commercial industry and bull market. The bulls being raised
Identify Cooperator Commercial Test Herds
contribute to the show ring. It is important that we maintain this
Shorthorn Breeders Contribute Semen for Sire Testing
crossover and united front as breed. Remember, we are judged by
Membership Recognition (started December 2016)
both the show ring and our bull sales and it is equally important
that both excel and provide a similar type of animal that can
Develop New Programs to Recognize Members
contribute to all segments.
Years of Membership, Shows,
Together, we are the American Shorthorn Association!
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